Carl Bernofskyt Ph.D. ·
109 Southfield Roa,t Apt. 5 lH
Shreveport, LA 71105
October 30, 2015
Willian Joyce, Creative Partner
Moonbot Studios
2031 Kings Highway, Suite 102
Shreveport, LA 71103
Re: Proposal for Creative Project
Dear Mr. Joyce:
I am a retired scientist and Katrina evacuee from New Orleans now living in Shreveport, and I
have given considerable thought to issues of atmospheric pollution and climate change. The
attached proposal for an animated Moonbot project is a product of these concerns. Please
consider it as a modest contribution toward battling the toxic emissions of coal-fired furnaces and
substituting a self-sustaining, renewable means of energy production that involves the planting of
trees.
Further information is available from my amateur video at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-R0v7u1k8L4 and, particularly, my website,
http://www.tallowfuel.com.
In the event that you choose to adopt this project, please be assured that I do not expect to be
compensated.
I look forward to hearing from you.
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Carl Bemofsky
Tel: (318) 869-3871
tallowfuel@aol.com
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The Adventures of Tammy Tallow Tree
Tammy Tallow Tree is an animated character determined to rid the world of unnecessary
greenhouse gasses by using her power of photosynthesis to capture the energy of the sun and
convert it into energy-rich pellets (seeds) which she produces in abundance and are readily
harvested by her Energy Assistants.
Her message is that she is forever replicating her kind for the benefit of society, and selfrepairing her own energy-capturing and storage mechanisms. Tammy's mantra is that she
consumes carbon dioxide and uses the sun's energy to convert it into energy pellets which then
return the carbon dioxide to the atmosphere to be recycled once the pellets are burned to release
the energy that is used to generate electricity for the people who share her planet.
Her rival and arch-enemy is the evil Mr. Coal, who promises to provide wealth and power
to his Masters (coal corporations), and who hides the fact that despite the easy money he makes
for them, the poisons that he releases gradually accumulate and make the world an unhealthy
place in which to live.

Mr. Coal resents Tammy Tallow Tree's powers and spreads false rumors that she is trying
to take over the plant world. But to combat that falsehood, Tammy promises her Keepers (the
arborists) that she will be of service to the world and obey their rule to not spread beyond the
orchard boundaries set for her and her offspring.

Addendum: Don't forget the Oxygen that is also produced in abundance to serve mankind!
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